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ESOMAR 28 Questions To Help 
Buyers Of Online Sample 

The essential point of these 28 Questions is to expand straightforwardness and bring 
issues to light of the key issues for analysts to think about when choosing whether a 
web based testing approach is fit for their motivation. Put another way, the point is to 
assist scientists with ensuring that what they get lives up to their desires. The inquiries 
are likewise intended to present steady wording for suppliers to state how they look 
after quality, to empower purchasers to think about the administrations of various test 
providers. Notes on the setting of the inquiries clarify why the inquiries ought to be 
inquired also, which issues analysts ought to hope to be canvassed in the appropriate 
response. 

These new questions replace ESOMAR’s “26 Questions to help Research Buyers of 
Online Samples”. ESOMAR has updated the text to recognize the ongoing 
development of techniques. While some of the questions remain constant, new 
questions have been added to incorporate new techniques and new technology in this 
area. In particular, this revision recognises the broad trend within the industry to build 
online samples from multiple sources rather than relying on a single panel.  
 
It should be noted that these 28 Questions focus on the questions that need to be 
asked by those buying online samples. If the sample provider is also hosting the data 
collection you will need to ask additional questions to ensure that your project is 
carried out in a way that satisfies your quality requirements.  
 
The 28 Questions complement ESOMAR’s Guideline to Online Research which was 
revised in 2011 to add updated legal and ethical guidance and new sections on privacy 
notices, cookies, downloadable technology and interactive mobile.    

 

Introduction  



Company Profile 

Vista Critique has more than 5 years of online statistical surveying background, 
inspecting, and constructing and overseeing on the web boards. Acculturating 
information accumulation by utilizing trusted, social communities, Vista Critique can 
give dependable and ground-breaking measurements to both customer and business 
clients.Through demonstrated and imaginative techniques, just as exclusive advances 
like Vista Critique Surveys, Vista Critique can effectively draw in with shoppers and 
achieve determined target crowds and business profiles, bringing about increasingly 
exact and finish end information. 

 

1. What experience does your company have in providing online samples for market research?   

Sample Sources and Recruitment  

Vista Critique has more than 5 years of online statistical surveying background, 
inspecting, and constructing and overseeing on the web boards. Acculturating 
information accumulation by utilizing trusted, social communities, Vista Critique can 
give dependable and ground-breaking measurements to both customer and business 
clients.Through demonstrated and imaginative techniques, just as exclusive advances 
like Vista Critique Surveys, Vista Critique can effectively draw in with shoppers and 
achieve determined target crowds and business profiles, bringing about increasingly 
exact and finish end information. 

2. Please describe and explain the type(s) of online sample sources from which you get 
respondents. Are these databases? Actively managed research panels? Direct marketing lists? 
Social networks? Web intercept (also known as river) samples? 

3. If you provide samples from more than one source: How are the different sample sources 
blended together to ensure validity? How can this be replicated over time to provide reliability? 
How do you deal with the possibility of duplication of respondents across sources? 

Vista Critique use restrictive innovation, for example, Vista Critique ID, to guarantee 
the legitimacy of mixed reactions from Vista Critique Surveys and any accomplice 
providers. With a few specialised signs - from IP Address satirising, to program 
discovery and reaction time following, to movement demonstrating - we can check for 
malignant purpose and square respondents previously entering the customer's 
examination review. Marked likewise thinks about source predisposition, and works 
with the customer to guarantee adjusted example are sent for each wave. 



Vista Critique panels are primarily used to engage community members in targeted 
market research surveys, product testing, and focus groups. 

4. Are your sample source(s) used solely for market research? If not, what other purposes are 
they used for? 

We utilise explicit strategies to adjust approaching sources and guarantee hard to 
achieve bunches are likewise spoken to. Our obtaining endeavours are laser centred 
for the various socioeconomic for basic research studies. We consistently test, sort 
out, and investigate the securing and actuation procedure to give exceedingly drew in 
specialists to our statistical surveying accomplices. 

5. How do you source groups that may be hard to reach on the Internet?  

Accomplice determination depends on abilities, practicality, customer particular, and 
spending plan. We will probably give our customers the best example consistently 
from our checked rundown of affirmed accomplices. Our group works intimately with 
the customer to guarantee that chose accomplices meet all necessities. The customer 
is incorporated into the basic leadership process when qualified accomplices are 
expedited to give extra straightforwardness into respondents being given. We're ready 
to evacuate copy traffic crosswise over accomplices on the fly so traffic that may cover 
won't achieve the customer's examination. 

6. If, on a particular project, you need to supplement your sample(s) with sample(s) from other 
providers, how do you select those partners? Is it your policy to notify a client in advance when 
using a third party provider?   



Sampling and Project Management 

Vista Critique considers the cosmetics of the intended interest group while giving bits 
of knowledge on the best way to precisely focus on a delegate test. Shares, settled 
amounts and weighting are executed to accomplish an ideal blend of our locale 
individuals. After discourses with the customer and examiners, we'll facilitate these 
procedures on a venture to-extend premise. Starting example sends can be utilised to 
decide consistency to be conveyed at the season of full dispatch.  

7. What steps do you take to achieve a representative sample of the target population?  

Survey routing is an optimal experience for panel respondents, so Vista Critique uses 
this innovation to the most elevated degree. We constantly improve the profile of our 
board and furnish customers with more extravagant profiles for which to qualify our 
locale individuals in their exploration. We've discovered convenient warnings of 
accessible research chances to at present be a very respected touch point for 
specialists, and guiding them into other auspicious open doors with the switch enables 
us to finish applicable investigations on all parts of network individuals' expert and 
individual lives.  

 8. Do you employ a survey router?  

Need in the switch originates from exceptionally captivating and very compensating 
open doors for our locale individuals. Execution, customer, and group of onlookers are 
considered for tasks on an individual premise to evaluate regardless of whether to 
organise explicit studies. Utilising rich capability sets, we can outfit respondents with 
fundamentally better chances, and lessen weakness and predisposition among 
specialists apportioned. 

 9. If you use a router: Please describe the allocation process within your router. How do you 
decide which surveys might be considered for a respondent? On what priority basis are 
respondents allocated to surveys?  



Any indication of suspected bias from router use results in an immediate review, and 
an institution of a manual invitation process, or removal of the survey in question, if 
necessary. All surveys within the router have their key metrics monitored throughout 
the survey run to determine and mitigate potential issues as quickly as possible. 

10. If you use a router: What measures do you take to guard against, or mitigate, any bias arising 
from employing a router? How do you measure and report any bias? 

Minimum guard rails are established through negotiation between the client and 
panelist experience teams. The router is strictly based on this input data and individual 
project performance to allocate panelists to the best possible opportunities that match 
their profile. 

11. If you use a router: Who in your company sets the parameters of the router? Is it a dedicated 
team or individual project managers? 

Statistic and psychographic profiles are kept on all network individuals, and are 
refreshed consistently, so customers have crisp assets for qualifying the Vista Critique 
people group. Broad arrangements of capability questions have been added to 
encourage business, purchaser, political, entertainment,and relaxation ventures. These 
rich informational indexes take into account exact focusing of specialty networks, by 
and large viewed as difficult to target.  

 

At the point when our rich focusing on capacities don't exactly get our aggregate 
groups to agreeable venture stats,we'll utilize pre-screened focusing to additionally 
qualify respondent before they achieve the customer's examination. These aggregate 
inquiries are kept for facilitating our profile on the network on the loose. 

12. What profiling data is held on respondents? How is it done? How does this differ across 
sample sources? How is it kept up-to-date? If no relevant profiling data is held, how are low 
incidence projects dealt with? 



Panelists are welcome to take part in our examination openings through solicitations 
and through our restrictive switch. Solicitations are sent through email, SMS, program 
and interpersonal organization notices. The solicitations incorporate data about the 
venture itself including theme, time span required and accessible reward. A 
straightforward realistic and one of a kind connect to the customer's study is 
incorporated with every notice. We'll additionally incorporate an open door for the 
specialist to quit future warnings, achieve our part encounter group, and discover 
assets for our program's terms, conditions, and security strategy 
 
Rewards are conveyed on a total premise, so warnings are sent with the sum to be 
gotten and we'll alter for nearby money and particular categories with retailers when 
the specialist is prepared to guarantee their reward. 

13. Please describe your survey invitation process. What is the proposition that people are 
offered to take part in individual surveys? What information about the project itself is given in 
the process? Apart from direct invitations to specific surveys (or to a router), what other means 
of invitation to surveys are respondents exposed to? You should note that not all invitations to 
participate take the form of emails.  

Network individuals can guarantee rewards like money installments to their ledger, 
Paypal or electronic gift vouchers to an assortment of retailers including eateries, 
attire, home products, and film theatres. Overviews are assigned with individual 
rewards that can be gathered as focuses, with longer reviews and studies with 
speciality focusing on regularly offering bigger prizes. Singular solicitations for 
remunerations are investigated for endorsement of reactions from the customer, exact 
geographic and statistic data gave, and uniqueness of records and exchanges inside an 
explicit time span. 

14. Please describe the incentives that respondents are offered for taking part in your surveys. 
How does this differ by sample source, by interview length, by respondent characteristics? 



In order to provide the best opportunity to match our community members to a 
client’s projects we’ll request some information to determine feasibility:  

• Target audience  

• Expected number of completed responses  

• Expected incidence rate  

• Expected time in field  

• Survey length  

• Type of survey  

• Any desired quotas or expected representation  

15. What information about a project do you need in order to give an accurate estimate of 
feasibility using your own resources?  

Fulfilment among our locale individuals is a best need. We always upgrade endeavours 
to convey new procedures and familiarise new specialists with Vista Critique Surveys. 
We keep up an open discourse and stick to a general approach of straightforwardness 
with the network. On normal interim, we overview our specialists for their immediate 
feeling of our examination network. This criticism isn't straightforwardly accessible to 
customers, yet we're upbeat to oblige any solicitations for this sort of data. 

 16. Do you measure respondent satisfaction? Is this information made available to clients?  

• Our standard reporting includes:  

• When the survey launched  

• When the desired responses were collected  

• Outgo sample size  

• Completion rates  

• Incidence rate  

• Information of the average survey length    

Upon ask for, we're glad to outfit extra statistic data about respondents, welcome and 
reward precedents, and extra undertakings measurements. 

 

17. What information do you provide to debrief your client after the project has finished?  



Vista Critique applies strict security protocols to ensure the integrity of our data quality. 
We constantly check respondents for fraudulent behaviour. Some of the measures 
we’re able to reduce:  

• Speeding  

• Duplicate IP addresses  

• Duplicate browsers  

• Failing trap questions  

• Providing duplicate address or phone data  

18. Who is responsible for data quality checks? If it is you, do you have in place procedures to 
reduce or eliminate undesired within survey behaviours, such as (a) random responding, (b) 
Illogical or inconsistent responding, (c) overuse of item non-response (e.g. “Don’t Know”) or (d) 
speeding (too rapid survey completion)? Please describe these procedures.  

Data Quality and Validation  

Strict polices have been actualised to screen and track numerous measurements 
related with our board individuals, including recurrence of studies issued and interest 
history. We guarantee that specialists are originating from where they state they are 
with intermediary discovery and topography checks. Searching for gadget control and 
adjusted IP tends to we can recognise people endeavouring to achieve a study through 
malevolent goal. Using a similar program is hindered crosswise over more than one 
record.   

 We limit participation based on client needs, but generally ask the panelist how they 
would like to be notified. Can be waves of surveys that require unique participation in 
each wave, or exclusions from previous projects that update the projects based on the 
needs of the client. We often have strict limits for the number of interviews available to 
a panelist in a given time frame, and for varying the types of research in which the 
panelist is participating 

19. How often can the same individual be contacted to take part in a survey within a specified 
period whether they respond to the contact or not? How does this vary across your sample 
sources? 



We urge our specialists to endeavour to finish all reviews that they are qualified for. 
Limitations are executed on an as-required premise; we have full command over the 
recurrence of notices and cooperation. 

20. How often can the same individual take part in a survey within a specified period? How does 
this vary across your sample sources? How do you manage this within categories and/or time 
periods? 

We maintain data on all our panelists to ensure their participation is returning quality 
data for clients. Upon request, we’re happy to provide additional data around the 
community at large and their participation efforts. 

21. Do you maintain individual level data such as recent participation history, date of entry, 
source, etc., on your survey respondents? Are you able to supply your client with a project 
analysis of such individual level data? 

All through the panelist's lifecycle we lead differing reviews of their qualifications and 
qualification. After altogether decreasing repetitive records, we're ready to go great 
records through a last channel to guarantee the most certifiable data is being given. 

22. Do you have a confirmation of respondent identity procedure? Do you have procedures to 
detect fraudulent respondents? Please describe these procedures as they are implemented at 
sample source registration and/or at the point of entry to a survey or router. If you offer B2B 
samples what are the procedures there, if any? 

Policies and Compliance 

At Vista Critique Surveys, we take pride in welcoming the panelist and setting them up 
for success. After registering and completing a short initial bio, we’ll confirm their email 
address to ensure we can reach them for upcoming survey notifications. 

23. Please describe the ‘opt-in for market research’ processes for all your online sample sources  

We ensure panelist know about the measures we take with their information to 
guarantee security. As a piece of the onboarding procedure, we set aside opportunity 
to clarify how security is taken care of at Vista Critique Surveys, who approaches 
touchy information and what panelist can do to ensure themselves inside statistical 
surveying reviews.   

 24. Please provide a link to your Privacy Policy. How is your Privacy Policy provided to your 
respondents? 



We make sure to handle panelist information with the utmost care 

25. Please describe the measures you take to ensure data protection and data security.  

The majority of our customers are exhorted that, even with the best safety efforts, data 
introduced online isn't in every case altogether secure. For whatever length of time 
that the customer will acknowledge the potential hazard, we utilise various measures 
to lessen the hazard. We additionally incorporate terms in our part Terms and 
Conditions to ensure individuals comprehend that data shared through studies and our 
frameworks are exclusive and secured. 

26. What practices do you follow to decide whether online research should be used to present 
commercially sensitive client data or materials to survey respondents? 

Our security and quality measures are proprietary through Vista Critique ID. 

27. Are you certified to any specific quality system? If so, which one(s)? 

We strictly adhere to each ESOMAR, CASRO, and COPPA law, and employ a strict 
practice of obtaining parental consent prior to engaging any minors in market research 
activities.  

 28. Do you conduct online surveys with children and young people? If so, do you adhere to the 
standards that ESOMAR provides? What other rules or standards, for example COPPA in the 
United States, do you comply with? 


